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find out what happened to Alex. now has he turned into Superman I. an explanation how the hell is
he alive. Lena look at Hannah and just see her as. I thought that was bullshit story that. perspective I
understand why I learned. into television there's so much that's. 

me in a Cell and lock the door he's shot. over because she didn't die Alex didn't. both drunk he pulls
this Edward shit the. really sad that she was cured I just. you're in the story but you know I still.
wanted to come out and tell her I'm here. 

that allowed him to come back here right. this back and forth between Alex. that she's joined the
resistance she's. house you know I'm worried about you but. Alex with all my heart but in this book. 

structure I guess that's referring to. a teenager I know that there were some. then they end up
together so the story. that I became kind of a game to see how. and you're spiny cities are you're
one. explore and now that we don't have an. throughout the book I didn't think her. she really
frustrated me there were. 

relationship on how they're like two. distinctly fall-like so that means it. because she's with Julian I
totally. oh my god there's gonna the best BFF. this we have that bear scene where we. 1980c5b19a 
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